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Achievements

60 000 000 TRX+

30 000+

 Tronex platform number 1 in the 
industry, more than 30,000 active users, 
total turnover over 60,000,000 TRX
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About us

Unlimited earnings with 
always growing rates

WWe provide investment 
conditions with growing 
percentage, depending on 

basic interest rate, 
smart-contract total balance 

bonus and personal 
"hold-bonus". Maximal 
avavailable profit:

+200% per every deposit.

Reliability of TRX 
smart-contract.

Scam is impossible!

Smart-Smart-contract technology 
ensures full safety of all 

participants funds. Nobody can 
steal funds, or change contract 

functions.

Worldwide legal 
company with 
professional team

WWe provide investment conditions 
with growing percentage, 

depending on basic interest rate, 
smart-contract total balance 

bonus and personal "hold-bonus". 
Maximal available profit:
+200% per every deposit.

WE WILL DOUBLE YOUR FUNDS
WITHOUT ANY RISKS
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Certificate

 The Tronex platform is registered in the UK 
and operates exclusively within the legal 
framework of the country!
 You can check our registration on the 
relevant o cial website.
 Company number: 12739027
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Investment

 The Tronex platform makes it possible for 
everyone to earn, and a smart contract 
guarantees the fulfilment of all investment 
conditions.

Percentage of income is generated from 
the following factors:

BASIC INTEREST RATE:

+1% EVERY 24 HOURS
TRONex smart-contract calculate profit up to every 
deposit since the date it was made. Every hour you 
will get +0.0416%, every day +1%.

PERSONAL HOLD-BONUS:

+0.1% FOR EVERY 24 HOURS 
WITHOUT WITHDRAW
Smart-contract calculates hold-bonus from your 
deposit, or last withdraw date. If you did not 
request payment, it will charge you an additional 
bonus. After 24 hours +0.1%, after 48 hours +0.2%, 
after 72 hours +0.3% and so on.

CONTRACT TOTAL AMOUNT BONUS:

+0.1% FOR EVERY 1,000,000 TRX ON 
PLATFORM BALANCE
Smart-contract check its current balance and 
charge an additional +0.1% up to your earnings for 
every 1,000,000 TRX on balance.
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A late program

 A well-designed a liate programme allows 
for a significant increase in total income, just 
invite your friends and acquaintances and 
generate a steady income.
 Referral rewards comes instantly on your 
wallet balance and can be withdrawn any time 
along with earnings.

5% 2% 0,5%
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Step by step Step #1: Make deposit
Connect your TronLink browser 
extension, or TronWallet mobile 
app. Create a new deposit with 
any amount from 100 TRX. No 
maximal limit.

Step #2: Get earnings
GET YOUR TRX EVERY MOMENT
You can check all your wallet 
information, including your 
deposits, earnings, withdraw and 
referral statistics in real time.

Step #3: Request withdraw
REQUEST TRX WITHDRAW
 Your payout will come instantly

Follow the simple 3   
steps and you will    
multiply your funds!
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Transparency

 TRONex platform smart-contract is published 
on TRX blockchain. Nobody can change its rules 
or algorithms, even administration. This is 
provide our participants unconditional 
confidence in safety of their funds. Anyone can 
check smart-contract code and be sure that 
TRONex platform is honest.
  The complete smart contract code is available 
on the website to everyone.
 Transparency is the most important part of 
our platform.

Audition by 
independent company:
GROX Solutions
 

(Website: grox.solutions)

Audition status:
          Successfully passed
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Contact us

 You can feel free to contact us. 

 Support is always available and works 24/7.

 Email us, follow our social networks and 
communicate in public groups with other 
investors in your region!

@tronexsupport

@tronex_net

@tronexnews

Telegram support

twitter.com/tronex_net

discord.com/invite/dwGFZVs

@tronex_net

Advertisement manager

youtube.com/channel/TRONex

E-mail: admin@tronex.net

Telegram news channel

Twitter profile

TouTube channel

Discord server

Instagram

SOCIAL NETWORKS:

OFFICIAL CONTACTS:

https://t.me/tronexsupport
https://t.me/tronex_net
mailto:admin@tronex.net
https://t.me/tronexnews
https://twitter.com/tronex_net
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw3ck_M-JGnEkAph4Bb2HYQ
https://discord.com/invite/dwGFZVs
https://instagram.com/tronex_net



